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Abstract

The paper presents some considerations concerning the need of comparations

between equipment performance proven by test and the service experience in Cernavoda.

Nuclear Plant.

Service performance data obtain partly from service failures (failures times)

and partly from service experience without failure (running times) can be statistically

analyzed to obtain predictions of the number of failures of unfailed units in specified period of

time, means time to first failure, means time of median failure, a.s.o.

These informations can be used during the operation of Nuclear Power Plant to

estimate when a equipment should be replaced with a new one in order to prevent getting to

the life end point.
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Introduction

Maintenance is an extremely important factor for Nuclear Power Plant.

The maintenance optimization through reliability was launched for nuclear

plant maintenance with it's prime goal: to reduce the costs of preventive maintenance.

The aims is to contribute to defining preventive maintenance program through

the use of:

• Reliability data

• Available feedback on nuclear plant components

• A specific logic in selection of maintenance tasks

The maintenance optimization through reliability was organized into four main

stages, (see figure 1) A through knowledge of failure and deterioration mechanisms is require

to analyze critical failures (critical in maintenance terms) and select maintenance tasks. This

through knowledge can only be obtained through analysis and investigation feedback.

The maintenance optimization through reliability follows a logical four stages

which can be broken down as follow:

• Identification of critical components, wherein a failure can have a direct

impact on plant safety or availability, or can result in costly damage

• For each of these components, identification of the modes and causes of

significant failures

• Selections of maintenance tasks which can prevent significant failures or

reduce their frequency

• Analysis of operation feedback collected for each components

Investigations into the data contained in various feedback files, followed by

statistical processing and reliability calculations, make it possible to:

• Define the causes of the failures and deteriorations found

• Estimate the associated failure rate and calculate how this failure rate will

vary with the age of the component
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Figure 1

The maintenance optimization through reliability process
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Method of analyzing feedback

The method of analyzing feedback data can be seen condensed in figure 2.

Failure file Maintenance
records

Events file Other files

Access to data required

Knowledge

Investigation and validation of sheets

Staff stkal ptme$$in%$(i& reliability
calculations''

Definitions of samples

Reliability parameter (failures and deteriorations)
• Models
• Failure rates
• Trends

Figure 2

The procedure to analyze feedback information and studies carried out to improve methods
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The first step aimed to identify, define and locate the data used. The study was

carried out to determine compatibility with the concepts used in current recording methods

applied to collect feedback data from sites.

The identification of feedback data requires data about system and its

components, data about equipment and its functional subassembly, data about failures/

deterioration and its severity, the cause of the failure, the equipment condition, position and

unavailability time, the initial task, the action and the summary of the intervention.

The aims of data acquisition process is:

• To compare the result of initial qualification with the "answer" of qualified

equipment - implied " requalificatiori" ;

• To analyze the failures modes and their causes for investigate the

maintenance optimization through reliability - implied finally the security

growing and the life extension of these equipment.

To compare the results of initial qualification with the "answer" of qualified

equipment it's important for certify the qualification methods.

When it is possible to put the equipment into a state equivalent to its condition

at the end of his life services, the qualified life will be essentially the simulated age of the

equipment.

For a correct experimental analyze according to the qualification methods we

must known the real functional conditions, that include:

• the environmental conditions

- the maximum environmental temperature

- the maximum environmental humidity

• the stresses during the function

level of electric stress

- level of mechanical stress
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• the influence of another equipment function (for example the influence of

the over - temperature due to the function of another equipment in the

same containment)

The testing of electric motor capability, for example, to meet and exceed the

required performances all along its operating life is demonstrate by simulating in an

accelerated manner its environmental conditions in laboratory.

One of the problems taken into consideration when determining the accelerated

ageing is their value. This value is determined by the simulation of actual degradation

mechanisms that take into place the insulating system of electric motors during the service life

taken into consideration and under specific operating conditions.

The motor analyzed was manufactured by a Romanian factory and is 1500

rpm, 380 V, 50 Hz machine a class of insulation F and was meant to perform in safe related

systems of a nuclear power plant.

The tests were performed on three samples of this motor subjected to

accelerated thermal ageing at an exposure temperature GA = 195° C, for ta = 514 hours ( an

ageing equivalent to 30 years to 105° C). The temperature exposure was performed in forced

air ventilation ovens in order to obtain uniform temperatures on all the samples.

The test apparatus reproduced the ambiental conditions required by the

qualification methods. At the end of the test were evaluated the effects of above listed stress

on motors performances, and was noticed some deterioration, but not significant. More details

if you ask for.

All the elements presented are influence on the result of the experiments

regarding life time of the equipment.

The "answer" of qualified equipment it's important for certify the

qualification methods, that implied " requalificatiori" and finally the security growing and the

life extension of the equipment.
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